A document explaining what PDU stream support is, from a developer's perspective.

Related to: https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/6387

Once this feature is merged, also add documentation from the user perspective about:
- PDU logger
- rule writing

**Related issues:**
Related to Feature #4174: tracking: app-layer frame inspection support  In Progress

---

**History**

**#1 - 09/20/2021 10:04 AM - Victor Julien**
- Related to Feature #4174: tracking: app-layer frame inspection support added

**#2 - 09/30/2021 04:05 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow**
Once this feature is merged, also add documentation from the user perspective about:
- PDU logger
- rule writing

**#3 - 09/30/2021 04:06 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow**
- Description updated
- Status changed from New to In Progress

**#4 - 10/04/2021 04:02 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow**
First PR for reviews https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/6439

**#5 - 12/15/2021 09:19 AM - Victor Julien**
- Subject changed from DevGuide: page about PDU stream support to doc/dev: document app-layer frame support

**#6 - 12/22/2021 01:11 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow**
- Subject changed from doc/dev: document app-layer frame support to devguide: document app-layer frame support

PR for review https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/6718

**#7 - 02/18/2022 07:44 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow**
Merged with: https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/7013

**#8 - 02/18/2022 07:44 PM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow**
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed